
1.Nora Barnacle and James Joyce were from different social backgrounds.
Joyce’s family were the fallen genteel, keen on schooling, for boys at least;
Nora’s people were working class and education was not a priority. Despite
their differences, their relationship worked. Why do you think that was?
What attracted them to each other? What united them?

2.Nora was fostered to her grandmother at a young age, a common practice
in twentieth century Ireland. Do you think this may have affected her family
relationships and subsequent ones too? In what ways did Nora bond with
those closest to her?

3.‘I can muddle through with most people and, I think, life’s easier on those
who can,’ Nora says. Jim, on the other hand, can be odd around people.
What does friendship mean to Nora? Is she a good friend? A competent
host? Why does the Joyce’s friend-group change so often, even when they
live for long periods in one place?

4.Nora and Jim, judging by their letters when apart, had a frank, open sexual
relationship. Discuss whether you feel this might have been the norm for
the era, or if the Joyces were unusual. Who do you feel was driving this
openness – Nora or Jim? In what ways did they use intimacy as a way to
bond? What did Jim want from the other women he fantasised about?

5.Why do you think Jim will not marry Nora? Is it anything to do with his
status as a lapsed Catholic? Why does Nora want to marry? Is Nora happy
with the circumstances of her marriage, when it finally happens, after
twenty-seven years with Jim?
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6. The Joyces’ financial situation is, often, precarious. Nora says Jim ‘sees
money only as something to be got rid of’. Are the Joyces irresponsible
around money? What do you make of Jim’s money-making schemes – the
cinema in Dublin? The idea to import Irish tweed? Why do you think the
Joyces spend so freely? What is Giorgio’s relationship with money in his
adult life?

7. Joyce is supported by women, both emotionally and financially. Nora,
Miss Weaver, and Sylvia Beach all play their part. Does Joyce appreciate
their help? Does he acknowledge it? What is Joyce’s attitude toward
women?

8. Nora warns Jim: ‘If you want to write, you must make the time to write.
Boozing and carousing will get you nowhere.’ Why does James Joyce drink
to excess? What damage does it do to his relationships? Is he an alcoholic?
Does his devotion to alcohol hinder his writing life? Does Nora aid his
drinking in any way?

9. Nora enjoys opera and certain kinds of books, but Jim says that she
doesn’t ‘care a rambling damn for art’. Is that true? Is Jim snobbish when it
comes to literature and art? Is that his right, considering the types of
books he writes himself?

10. Giorgio and Lucia both end up as lost souls in many ways – Lucia in an
asylum and Giorgio in a bad marriage and then career-less. Lucia was
diagnosed with schizophrenia, but do you think any of her other problems
were a result of Nora and Jim’s style of parenting? What about Giorgio? Do
you think the Joyce children’s uprooted childhood may have affected
them? Were other factors at play?

11. What does Nora want from life? Does she get what she wants and
needs? Is James Joyce a help or a hindrance to Nora’s hopes and dreams?
What rewards in life does Nora enjoy after Jim’s death?

12. Home is important to Nora. In what ways is this obvious in the novel? Is
Nora adaptable to each new circumstance and, if so, why and how? Does
Nora ever find the home she yearns for? Do you think Nora had a happy
life with James Joyce?


